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Small Grain Production in the Low
land Region of Southeast Missouri 

B. M. KING 

The southeast lowland region as a whole is not suitable 
for a heavy and highly profitable production of small grains. 
Yet the growing of a moderate acreage of these crops, properly 
produced and utilized, should be recognized as an important 
factor in the maintenance of a profitable agriculture in that 
region. It is the purpose of this bulletin (1) to explain the 
adaptation of the small grains-rye, oats, wheat, and barley
to the lowland soils, (2) to tell how these crops can be produced 
and utilized efficiently, (3) to explain how they can be managed 
to serve best the important role as a nurse crop for legumes, (4) 
to outline the possibilities in growing rice on certain lowland 
soils that have not generally supported a profitable agriculture 
based on the production of standard Missouri crops, and (5) 
to describe the methods of growing rice. 

LOWLAND AGRICULTURE 
The southeast lowlands region is one of intensive crop pro

duction. Although it includes only about 5 per cent of the land 
area of Missouri, the average annual production of field crops 
has a value of approximately 22 per cent of the total value of 
all such crops grown in the entire State. About 90 per cent 
of the value of the lowland production is in cotton and corn 
with the remainder almost entirely in small grains, hay and 
legume seeds. 

The large output of corn and cotton on a relatively small 
area throws a heavy strain on the soil resources, which have 
already been reduced to meager proportions on some of the old 
farm lands. There is an urgent need for legumes to improve the 
productivity of these poorer soils and to maintain the produc
tivity of the better types, if for no other reason than to hold 
the yields of cotton and corn, the main sources of farm revenue, 
at a profitable level. The proportion of legume acreage to that 
of other crops now stands at the ratio of about 1 to 2. This 
appears to be a favorable balance under average conditions. 
However, a large percentage of the legumes is in localized plant
ings of lespedeza, alfalfa, soybeans, and cowpeas, and con
tributes very little to the upkeep of the majority of the land 
used for cotton and corn. These plantings are generally well 
placed and serve excellent purposes. There is a need, however, 
for an increase in the relatively small acreage of legumes that 
moves from field to field in rotation with the other crops. 
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Since clovers and lespedeza are established on the land 
most efficiently, as a rule, by sowing on small grain fields, any 
increases in the acreage of these crops would call for a similar 
increase in small grain acreage. Under the widespread practice 
of planting soybeans in corn, this legume is moved about over 
the farm with its beneficial effects to the soil. Unfortunately 
the tonnage that grows in corn is not sufficient to raise or to 
hold the productivity of soil to a high level. Growing beans in 
corn and turning under the plants, or pasturing the fields and 
turning the residue into the soil is a commendable practice. 
But it is not an adequate substitute for growing clover and 
lespedeza at regular intervals and plowing generous portions of 
the crops back to the land either as green manure or animal 
manure. 

SOUTHEAST MISSOURI LOWLANDS· 
The southeast Missouri lowland region is set off from the 

Ozark uplands by a distinct bluff line running from Cape 
Girardeau southwestward to the State line in Ripley County. 
Crowley's Ridge and Commerce Hills, remnants of old dissected 
upland standing from 20 to 160 feet above the bottomlands 
occur within this region. Their problems of soil management 
and crop production are essentially the same as exist on all of 
oUT upland soils, and are not considered in this report. 

Lowland Soils 
The southeast lowland, alluvial in origin, comprises one of 

the most varied and interesting soil regions in Missouri. The 
soils are so variable in color, texture, drainage conditions, plant 
food, and organic matter content and productivity, .that few 
farms have soil of the same character throughout. Sandy areas 
ranging in size from a few square yards to several acres occur 
frequently in the heavier soils, while the generally sandy lands 
are intersected by swales, with gumbo-like material. The location 
and extent of the various soils are shown on the map on page 2. 
They are classified and described here in six different groups. 

Sharky clay loam forms the belt of heavy soils extending 
from Cape Girardeau through the center of the lowland region 
to the Arkansas State line, and the large area of fine-textured 
low-lying soils in eastern Scott and Mississippi Counties. Typical 
Sharky clay loam is black, drab or dark gray soil underlain 
at 8 to 18 inches depth by heavy drab or bluish gray plastic 
clay loam or sandy clay. The high clay content of the subsoil 
retards under-drainage, but it is not a compact or impervious 
layer. 

*Much of the description of the lowlands and the soils presented here 
is taken from the following reference: Miller, M. F., and H. H. Krusekopf, 
The Soils of Missouri, Mo. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 264, 1929. 
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Drainage is by large open drainage ditches, supplemented 
on the heavier and lower areas by field ditches. In some fields 
permanent ditches several feet deep are required while in others 
small temporary ditches thrown out with a lister will suffice. 
The total amount of plant food in the Sharky soils is high, but 
in years of excessive rainfall crop yields fall below the theoret
ical productivity because of comparatively poor drainage. 

In some sections the Sharky soil is heavily charged with 
organic matter to a great depth,but in others a good supply is 
found only in the surface 5 to 8 inches which is underlain by 
a dull gray plastic clay. These latter areas are dark in color 
when they are first brought into cultivation, but soon beoome 
lighter, indicating the disappearance of organic matter in a 
relatively fe'w years. Some of these heavy soils will not with
stand the strain of long hard use for .row crops unless the supply 
of organic matter is restored. A large per cent of the Sharky 
soils from the latitude of Sikeston southward is used extensively 
for cotton, and perhaps no other crop is naturally better adapted 
there, but the need for a larger acreage of legumes will increase 
as the land becomes older. In the northern end of the lowlands 
the clay loam soils are used for corn, cotton, small grain, and 
a variety. of other crops. Alfalfa does well on the deep, fertile, 
well drained phases of Sharky clay loam. Its culture can be 
extended by the use of lime and improved drainage, but on 
the whole, this type is not choice alfalfa soil. 

Sarpy fine sandy loam represents the frontal land along 
the Mississippi River south of New Madrid, and to a lesser 
extent is found in eastern Mississippi County, mixed with 
heavier Sharky soils. The Sarpy soils represent the compara
tively recent deposits of sandy sediments from Mississippi River 
overflows. The prevailing texture of the soils under this type 
ranges from fine sandy loams to very fine sandy loams, with 
included areas of loam, silt loam and even some clay. The color 
varies from grayish brown to dark brown. The subsoil is similar 
in texture to the surface, with an open structure that insures 
good drainage and holds sufficient moisture for crops except 
in extreme drought periods . 

. Most of the Sarpy soil has been under cultivation for a long 
time and represents some of the best farm land in the State, 
even though some of the more sandy areas are badly depleted. 
The plant food content is not as high as that of the Sharky soils; 
but great depth, good drainage, and excellent tilth give the 
Sarpy soil a productivity far above that of many soils of similar 
and even higher plant food content. It is one of the best alfalfa 
soils in Missouri, and cotton yields of one and a half bales to 
the acre are not uncommon. Corn and soybeans are widely 
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grown also along with a variety of other crops. But notwith
standing the present high productivity of the Sarpy soils as a 
group, the needs for an increased supply of nitrogen and organic 
matter, particularly on the old cultivated areas and sandy areas, 
are pronounced. These needs can best be met by an increased 
acreage of legumes-a great variety of which are well adapted. 
The need for lime and fertilizer is not generally apparent, though 
on many farms they can be used with excellent results. 

Lintonia loam comprises all of Sikeston Ridge, and several 
small areas in other localities. The surface soil, ten to fifteen 
inches deep, varies from a brown or yellow brown silt loam to 
fine sandy loam. The subsoil is light brown or grayish brown 
loam or sandy loam. Numerous small "sand blows" or "sand 
spots" and occasional swales, both decidedly inferior to the 
main type, are found. 

Under-drainage is excellent. Nitrogen and organic matter 
are somewhat low, but great depth gives this soil a productivity 
much higher than soil analysis would indicate. Lintonia loam 
is one of the oldest cultivated soils in the State. Corn, wheat, 
and cowpeas were formerly the principal crops, but in recent 
years cotton has taken first place. A diversified system of farm
ing that includes an extensive use of legumes should be followed. 
Lespedeza, cowpeas and soybeans thrive on all phases of Lintonia 
loam. As a rule, lime and in some cases fertilizer is r~quired 
for the successful production of clover. Lintonia loam in inferior 
to the Sarpy soils for alfalfa, but with the use of lime the crop 
can be grown successfully on the better soil areas. Better 
results may follow where the lime is supplemented by phosphate 
and potash fertilizer. Moderate application of a complete fer
tilizer will be found beneficial to cotton and small grain, but 
the growing of legumes should be one of the first steps toward 
the improvement of the productivity of the soil. . 

Lintonia fine sandy loam occurs in two separate areas. One 
is Dunklin Ridge, beginning near Dexter in Stoddard County 
and extending south through Dunklin County to the Arkansas 
line. The other large area is east and north of Sikeston Ridge, 
mostly in Scott and Mississippi Counties. Smaller areas occur 
elsewhere. 

While this soil is dominantly a fine sandy loam, it ranges 
from loose sand to fine sandy loam. The surface from 10 to 20 
inches in depth is light brown to dark brown. The subsoil is 
similar to the surface in texture, but is somewhat lighter in 
color and usually contains slightly more fine material. 

Much of the Lintonia soil on the northern half of the 
Dunklin Ridge, and the area in Scott and Mississippi Counties, 
contains very little organic matter or clay. Such areas are 
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subject to soil drifting or blowing in the spring when the soil 
is dry. Soil of this character is low in productivity and presents 
very difficult problems of management. Cotton is the most 
important crop on the Lintonia fine sands of the Dunklin Ridge, 
and excellent yields are obtained on the more productive phases 
which occur mainly to the south of Kennett. Corn, soybeans, 
cowpeas, rye, melons and lespedeza are widely grown on nearly 
all of this type. The needs are acute for a larger acreage of 
winter cover crops and legumes for pasturage and turning under, 
particularly on the north half of the Dunklin Ridge and the 
Scott and Mississippi County areas. 

Waverly fine sandy loam occurs in two large areas-one 
east of Crowley's Ridge in Stoddard County, and the other in 
the southeastern part of Ripley County. It consists of a grayish 
brown to yellowish gray, fine sandy loam to very fine sandy 
loam, grading at about 8 to 12 inches into a gray or yellowish 
brown rather compact, fine sandy loam. The Ripley County 
area averages considerably lighter in color than the Stoddard 
area. 

In Stoddard County most of the type has been drained and 
is in cultivation. Generally inferior to the Lintonia fine sandy 
loam it can still be classified as a good agricultural soil, and it 
is well adapted to nearly all the crops of the lowland region, 
except alfalfa. Much of it needs lime for clover. The Ripley 
County area is best adapted to corn, cotton, lespedeza, soybeans, 
and cowpeas. 

The principal needs of the Waverly fine sandy loam is an 
increased supply of nitrogen and organic matter, particularly on 
the old cultivated areas. Surface drainage should be improved. 

Waverly silt loam is described on pages 29':31 of this bul
letin in connection with the discussion of rice growing. In 
general this type is not well adapted to standard Missouri crops. 
The relatively low plant f~)Qd and organic matter content, poor 
physical properties, and poor drainage in certain localities, 
sharply limit its capacity for growi:t;tg cultivated crops. Some 
of these conditions can be improved by soil treatments, by better 
surface drainage, and by growing and turning under legumes. 
Frequently, however, these means are not suffIcient to improve 
the soil to such degree that it will support a profitable agricul
ture based on the production of standard crops. Rice culture is 
suggested as a possible land use for better returns. 
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RYE 
Rye is grown more extensively in the lowland region than 

in other sections of the State, and it is better adapted to the 
region as a whole than other winter grains. Maximum yields 
can be obtained only on fertile, well drained loams, but there 
are a number of other crops that are generally more profitable 
than rye on the better soils. Where a fall-sown small grain is 
desired in the rotation, wheat will usually give a larger return 
than rye on good soil. On the other hand, rye is more profitable 
than wheat on poor soil, particularly on badly depleted sands 
that have a tendency to drift or blow. 

There are other desirable features of rye in addition to its 
capacity to grow on poor land. It is the hardiest of all cereals 
and can be sown later than wheat or barley, and on a rough, 
poorly prepared seedbed with but little danger of a crop failure. 
However, rye responds well to good cultural practices. Rye is 
seldom attacked by Hessian fly, and can therefore be sown 
several weeks earlier than wheat without the risk of serious 
damage from this source. Sufficient time can thus be provided 
for it to produce a good vegetative growth for fall and winter 
pasture, or a good winter cover for sandy land that is subject 
to wind erosion. 

Rye makes a larger growth early in the spring than other 
small grains, and for this reason is the best of these crops for 
turning under for soil improvement purposes. It will also fur
nish more pasturage during late fall, winter and early spring 
than will wheat or barley under a wide range of soil conditions. 
There may be some question as to which of the three will pro
duce the greatest total amount of pasturage or grain on good 
land, but rye is definitely more productive than wheat or barley 
on thin sandy land. 

There are a number of objectionable features or limitations 
of rye. Where rye and wheat are grown on the same farm, it is 
not uncommon for the wheat to become contaminated with rye 
from volunteer plants, and by mechanical mixing of seed in, 
drills, threshers, and storage bins. The' presence of rye in 
wheat is very objectionable. An appreciable amount will lower 
the commercial grade and hence the market price, and will 
render it worthless for planting purposes. This objectionable 
tendency of rye to become mixed with wheat is easily controlled 
simply by taking the necessary precautions to prevent mixing in 
machines and bins, and by growing wheat on land known to be 
free of rye seed. Occasional volunteer plants may sometimes be 
found in wheat even if these precautions are taken, but they 
can be rogued out at little' expense. 
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Rye is not usually profitable when grown exclusively as a 
cash grain crop. Nor is the grain very valuable for feed, though 
it can be ground and used in mixed grain feeds to a good ad
vantage. Prepared in this manner it has a feeding value approx
imately equal to barley and slightly less than corn. Rye straw, 
because of the coarse woody stems and sparseness of leaves is 
inferior to oat, wheat and barley straw for feed and bedding. 
Rye herbage is less palatable than that of many other grasses, 
but it is consumed readily by all classes of live stock if other 
green feeds are not available. Rye pasturage is objectionable 
for dairy cows for it gives an undesirable flavor to milk. This, 
however, can be overcome by removing the animals from the 
field a few hours before milking time, or by growing one of 
the so-called "sw et rye" vari ties, Balbo or Abruzzi. 

Rye in the Rotation 
The gross acre return from rye is low, regardless of wheth r 

it is grown for grain, pasture, or as a gr en manure crop. If 
a profit is to be realiz d it is essential that a crop be utilized 
for a variety of purposes both from the standpoint of effi.ciency 
in the use of land and the labor involved. 

Maximum efficiency in land us is attained by growing the 
rye as a fill-in crop betwe n two summer grown crops when the 
land would otherwis be idle. Production costs ar h ld to a 

Combination seedings of rye and lespedeza furnIsh good grazing from 
March to October. There are good possibilities i'or profit in the type of 
land use indicated h re, and the f rtility of the soil is conserved. 

minimum by seeding on disked stubbl land of preceding crops 
such as soybea,ns, cowpeas, lespedeza, corn, melons, or by seeding 
in cotton or corn middles. 
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As already indicated, the manner in which the crop is used 
has an important bearing on returns to the grower. The most 
practical and profitable way of utilizing a crop may vary from 
farm to farm, depending on various factors, including the needs 
for pasture, type of rotation, productivity of the land, etc. A 
good method in many cases is to pasture the rye at full carrying 
capacity during fall, winter and early spring. Remove the 
animals soon after the plants begin to joint, and sow the land 
to lespedeza or some other adapted legume. Lespedeza and 
clover seed sown at this late stage should be covered lightly 
either by harrowing or by shallow drilling, or the seed might 
well be sown earlier while the rye is still under pasturage. 
Closely grazed rye is an excellent nurse crop for the legumes 
and will produce 5 to 15 bushels of grain to the acre, depending 
largely on the fertility of the land and the time the animals are 
taken off. Close grazing continued very long after the plants 
begin to joint will reduce grain yields sharply. 

Another good method which is not greatly different from 
the one outlined above is to sow lespedeza on the rye field at a 
heavy rate, and pasture out the rye completely. By that time 
the lespedeza with a rapidly increasing growth rate will be 
about ready to graze. A third method is to continue pasturing 
as long as the rye furnishes ample feed for the stock, and thl:n 
disk .or plow the land and seed it to some other crop, preferably 
cowpeas or soybeans in most cases. In the event rye cannot 
be utilized partly or entirely for pasture, a legume may be sown 
and the rye cut for grain, or the rye Can be turned under for 
green manure. 

\ 

Rye as a Green Manure Crop 
Rye grown primarily for turning under can also be pas

tured from fall to early spring, or left to grow undisturbed 
during that period. The ultimate benefits to the land will be 
essentially the same in either case. They will not be so pro
nounced as those obtained from turning under a legume. Indeed 
they may be disappointing at times, but there are advantages 
in growing a green manure crop on sandy soils that are not 
to be over looked. It furnishes protection from wind erosion, 
absorbs and holds plant food that would otherwise be lost by 
leaching, adds badly needed organic matter, and will furnish 
some pasturage. These advantages, though each may be small, 
add up to a substantial net gain, s~nce rye can be produced so 
cheaply. 

The importance of turning under rye early as green manure 
should be emphasized. Rye allowed to stand too long depletes 
the soil moisture, and the straw becomes woody and tough. 
Woody straw decays slowly, resulting in a slow release of the 
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plant food it contains. A crop following rye that has been 
turned down late may therefore not only suffer for moisture, 
but for the lack of plant food as well. If, however, the rye is 
turned under when it is tender and succulent, decomposition 
is rapid and the plant food it contains will be set free at a 
corresponding rapid rate. The best time for turning it under 
is when the plants are 8 to 12 inches high, and certainly the 
plows should be started in time to make sure that the crop is 
all under by the time the plants are heading. 

Rye Varieties 
Most of the rye grown in the lowlands is of an unknown 

vari ty. In fact, it does not represent any particular variety, 
but is a mixture of several kinds resul ting from mechanical 
mixing of s ed and cr ss pollination. It is usually d signated 
locally by farmers and seedsmen simply as common or com
m reial ry . Common rye has b n the basis for fairly su cess
ful ry culture in some of the sandy land s ctions for a long 
tim , but ther are easy possibilities of hi gher returns through 
th e use of a sup ri r vari ty. 

Balbo (1 ft) is super!.ol' to other varieties of rye in the sou th ast lowland 
r egion. It furni sh s good grazing in the fall and very arly in the spring 
when most other pasture plants are in a low state of productivity. 

Since rye is grown largely for pastur , and as a cover and 
gr t::!n manure crop, the growth habit of a variety and the yield 
of herbag is of greater importanc than the capacity to produce 
high grain y ields. The grain yield is important, however, as a 
source of seed for planting and a cash income from seed sales. 
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All of the promising varieties available for testing have 
been compared in varietal experiments at the Sikeston field 
during the past five years. Balbo, Abruzzi and Common led in 
acre yields of grain, and were so nearly the same that they 
afforded no basis for rating one over the others. It has not been 
possible to compare the varieties for pasture and green manure. 
It was evident, however, from the rapid, vigorous upright growth 
of Balbo in the fall and early spring that this variety is superior 
to the others for pasture and green manure. It cannot be stated 
whether Balbo would afford a greater total amount of grazing, or 
plant material for turning under than Common rye, but the 
rapid early spring growth is made at a time when pasturage is 
badly needed, and it is ready to plow under well in advance 
of the Common. Abruzzi also made a larger late fall and early 
spring growth than Common and Rosen, yet it failed to show the 
vigor of growth that was so pronounced in Balbo. 

OATS 
The lowlands lie in the southern edge of the spring oats 

belt and at the extreme northern edge of the winter oats belt. 
Climatically it is not very well adapted to either. Most of the 
winter varieties now available for growing on a farm scale are 
not hardy enough to withstanq the cold except in the mildest 
winters. The cool growing season required for oats is nearly 
always too short for maximum yields of spring varieties. This is 
-true for the State as a whole, but serious reductions in yield by 
the early onset of summer heat is likely to occur more fre
quently in the lowlands than elsewhere. 

The question natur:;tlly arises then, why consider oats for 
the lowlands at all. If the commercial market value of the 
grain produced were a measure of all the benefits to be derived 
from growing the crop, certainly they should seldom be given 
consideration. There are, however, several' very definite ad
vantages in oat crops properly produced and utilized that can 
not be measured in terms of the sale value of the grain. (1) Oats 
drilled on fields of lespedeza that are allowed to stand and 
develop year after year from volunteer seeding, aid in the control 
olweeds, and produce valuable feed without interfering seriously 
with the growth of the lespedeza. (2) Oats are a good substitute 
for wheat and winter barley where these crops have failed to 
survive the winter or could not be planted at the proper time. 
(3) In years whe~ the farm supply of feed is low, oats will 
furnish grain long before corn is ready for harvest. (4) Oats 
intersown with a ,legume is one of the quickest and in many 
cases the most efficient means of turning land worn by the 
strain of cotton and corn fa,rming into a soil building crop. 
This, is perhaps the most important function served by bringing 
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oats into the rotation. It is true that this turn from cotton or 
corn to a legume can also be made quickly and efficiently in 
some cases by first drilling winter grain between the rows, or on 
disked corn land where corn has been cut or husked out and 
the stalks pastured down early, followed by a legume seeding 
on the grain field the next spring. But clearing land of corn 
in time for fall sown grain, or sowing in corn and cotton middles, 
is either an impractical or impossible procedure on many farms. 

How to Grow Oats 

Oats serve best the various purposes for which they may 
be grown advantageously, if good methods are employed in 
producing them. Sihce heat and drought ar~. usually the limit
ing factors of yield, it is essential that the crop be brought to 
maturity early so as to escape the full force of these destructive 
elements. Early oat crops consistently produce higher yields 
and are better nurse crops for lespedeza and clover than late 
ones. 

The essential practices in producing a good early crop of 
oats are (1) early planting (2) good seedbed preparation, and (3) 
the use of an early productive variety. These are discussed here 
briefly under their respective headings. 

Early planUng.-Oats should be planted at a time that will 
permit the crop to utilize the entire period of cool moist spring 
weather for its growth. Where this important measure in oat 
culture is observed, there is but little danger of total failure 
and the chances for a heavy yield are greatly increased. The 
best time for planting is late February or early March. These 
early plantings may occasionally be damaged by cold, but the 
losses from this source over a period of years are small in 
comparison with those that follow late sowing. 

Seedbed preparaUon.-The cause of many poor oat crops 
can be traced to neglect in the preparation of the seedbed. The 
crop is not so strict in its seedbed requirements as alfalfa and 
cotton, for example, yet it responds to good tillage very much 
in the same manner as most of the standard Missouri crops. 
Unfortunately the work has to be done early and at the time of 
the year when the soil is not usually in the best condition to 
respond to the various cultural operations that must be em
ployed. However, the maximum objective should be to make 
the bed mellow, with the surface reasonably smooth and free of 
cotton and corn stalks and other coarse plant residue. The seed 
can then b'e drilled to an even and moderately shallow depth, 
all in close contact with the soil particles to insure quick ger
mination and emergence. 
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The methods required to bring land into good condition 
for oat planting will vary. If it is naturally mellow and the 
last season's stalk growth is light, one or two double diskings and 
one harrowing will be sufficient. Fields that are rough and 
covered with heavy cotton or corn stalks, or other plant residue, 
should be plowed. The plowing should be done during the fall or 
winter if possible, in order that there will be a minimum of 

.delay in starting the drill when the first favorable period of oat 
sowing weather comes. Plowed land can be worked into an 
ideal seedbed by diskingUghtly and then harrowing. If plowing 
must be done at the expense of early planting, then disking with
out plowing is perhaps the best alternative. But the capacity of 
the farm power and machinery is so great in proportion to 
the oat acreage needed on most farms in the lowlands that the 
land can nearly always be plowed without a serious delay 
resulting. In reality, the time required to plow a rough trashy 
field and work it down to a good seedbed is not much greater 
than is required for the two or three heavy diskings necessary 
to bring it into anything like a favorable condition for oats. 
Nor is the cost of the two methods very different. 

Lespedeza stubble land should usually be prepared by disk
ing for there is danger that plowing will cover the seed too 
deep to come to a dense volunteer stand. Two double dis kings 
are generally required, one of which should be given in the 
late fall or winter, and the other immediately before drilling 
the oats. The early disking serves the double purpose of loosen
ing the soil and hastening the drying of the soil in the spring 
by exposing more surface to sunshine and wind. A field cul
tivator is a good substitute for the disk in preparing lespedeza 
ground for oats and other small grain. 

Early varie:ties.-The superiority of early maturing vari
eties for southeast Missouri has been demonstrated in the 
varietal experiments on the Sikeston field. Columbia, Fulghum, 
and Burt representing the early group have consistently out
yielded midseason and late varieties such as Silvermine, Victory, 
Iowa 103, and Texas Red by a wide margin. Of the early kinds 
Columbia and Fulghum produced the highest yields. The choice 
between these two cannot be made on the basis of the yields 
alone, for they were practically the same for both . varieties, 
as shown by the following comparison in . terms of bushels of 
grain per acre: 

Columbia 
Fulghum 

1931 1932 
64.9 38.8 
59.5 37.3 

1933 1934 1935 
38.0 6.5 12.5 
37.4 5.6 12.0 

1936 1937 Average 
56.1 47.6 37.7 
64.2 44.0 37.1 
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The difference between the average yields is small, amount
ing to only .6 of a bushel to the acre which was in favor of 
Columbia. However, Columbia will succeed better than Ful
ghum under late sowing. It is not possible to sow early with 

A fi ld of Columbia oats in the lowlands is shown here. Columbia is 
the preferred spring-sown variety for tha t secti on. 

the same degree of r gularity on most soils as on th exception
ally w 11 drain d soils of th Sikeston field. Th refor , becaus 
of th relatively better adaptation of Columbia to lat sowing, 
and its ability to produce high yi Ids, it is th pr ferred variety 
of spring oats for th lowland region. 

Oais as a Nurse Crop 
Oats sown at th e usual ra te f 6 to 8 p cks to th acre, and 

left standing until the grain is ripe, are probably not as good 
a nurse crop as wheat and barley, one y ar with anoth r. How
ever, they can be made the b st nurs crop of the three by 
seeding at the rate of 4 to 5 pecks and harvesting for hay in 
seasons when it is necessary to conserv moisture and destroy 
the shading effect of the oats, in order to insure a stand of 
legum s. Barley and wheat do not I nd th mselves so readily 
to such fine adjustments to the needs of young clover and 
lespedeza plants. 

It should be emphasized, however, that these precautionary 
measures are not ess ntial f0r reasonably good success with 
legumes sown on oats fi Ids. Und r certain soil conditions they 
do not seem to be nec ssary at all. In rotation experiments on 
the Sikeston field, oats used as a nurse crop were drilled at an 
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eight-peck rate and the crop left to stand until the grain was 
ripe. Sweet clover sown with the oats on limed plots, and 
lespedeza sown with them on un limed plots, produced vigorous 
stands every year in the seven-year period 1934 to 1940. 

Winter Oats 
A small scattered acreage of winter oats mostly of the Red 

Rustproof variety and others of the less hardy kinds is sown 
annually in southern Missouri. Good yields are sometimes pro
duced in exceptionally favorable years. As a rule, however, 
the crops are damaged severely by cold weather, resulting in 
very mediocre yields or in many cases total failures. Successful 
winter oats culture is therefore dependent first on the discov
ery of a hardy variety that will survive the winter to the same 
degree of regularity as wheat and barley. It must also be 
capable of producing high yields if it is to compete successfully 
with barley as a fall sown feed grain, and wheat as a fall 
sown crop for market. 

During the past five years varietal. experiments have been 
conducted on the Sikeston Experiment Field with eleven of 
the hardier and more cold resistant varieties. Several of them 
were dropped from the test after a few years because of low 
yields or other undesirable features, and were replaced by some 
promising new strains that had become available for testing. 
Among these recent accessions that have been outstanding in 
yield and winter hardiness are Tennex and Fulwin, two new 
winter varieties of Fulghum, developed by the Tennessee Agri
cultural Experiment Station, and Winter Fulghum C.l. 2500. 
The acre yields of the two best varieties that appeared regularly 
in the test for the full five-year period are as follows: 

1936 
Culbertson C.I. 273 59.3 
Winter Fulghum C.l. 2498 58.1 

1937 
71.5 
71.5 

1938 
19.4 
27.0 

1939 1940 Average 
55.4 37.7 48.6 
70.0 26.7 50.6 

During the same five year period, the average yield of 
Columbia, the best spring oats variety for the lowlands, was 41.7 
bushels as compared to the 49.6 bushel mean average of the 
two best winter varieties. This would suggest at the first glance 
a marked superiority of winter oats over spring oats. The two 
types are not to be compared on the basis of grain yields alone, 
however, for as pointed out earlier in this bulletin, the growing 
of spring oats intersown with lespedeza or clover is one of 
the quickest and generally the most efficient means of establish
ing soil building crops o~ the land following cotton or corn. 
Indeed · it is not a · question of whether Winter oats or spring 
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oats is best, but is one of whether winter oats, winter barley, 
or winter wheat is best. These three crops have about the same 
soil requirements, occupy the same place in crop rotations, they 
are competitive for farm labor in preparing the seedbed, and 
finally, they are competitive for a place on the relatively small 

Winter oats on the southeast Missouri experiment field at Sikeston. 
Each of the larg shocks of well filled grain was harvested from plots 
only 1/60 of an acre in size. 

acreage of good winter grain land in the lowland counties. 
Som of the r suIts obtained on the Sikeston field afford an 
excellent basis for a comparison b tween the three crops. The 
five-year mean average yi Ids of the two best varieties of each, 
express d in bushels and pounds of grain per acre, are 

Winter oats 
Win ter barley 
Winter wheat 

Bushels 
49.6 
49.7 
27.0 

Pounds 
1587.2 
2385.6 
1620.0 

These data do not weigh heavily in favor of winter oats. 
On the contrary, the reverse appears to be true. Yet there are 
reasons for believing the crop has some excellent possibilities 
in certain sections of the low land region, particularly in the 
southern half, and they are to be investigated in the future. 

Production of Winter Oats 
Winter oats in Missouri are more exacting in their cultural 

requirements than other small grain crops. They must be given 
every advantage that is afforded by good seedbed preparation, 
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if they are to survive the cold which is far more severe than 
that in the winter oats belt. The seedbed should be smooth 
and mellow, loose at the surface, and firm and moist under
neath. The seed should be drilled early in the fall. September 
15 to October 1 seems to be about the best range of seeding 
dates. Crops sown as late as October 5th to 10th are not likely 
to survive the winter in good condition. 

Oats Smut 
Spring oats and winter oats are susceptible to damage by 

loose and covered smuts. Both of these forms can be controlled 
with Ceresan or formaldehyde. Complete directions for using 
Ceresan are found on the original container. Ceresan is a 
poisonous mercuric compound, but perfectly safe to use if the 
directions are followed carefully. 

There are several modifications of the formaldehyde method. 
The spray method is the most convenient one to use and it is 
quite effective. A forty per cent solution of formaldehyde, sold 
under the commercial name "formalin" can be obtained from 
drug companies or chemical supply houses. In the spray method, 
formalin is used in the proportion of 1 pint of formalin to 1 pint 
of water. This solution should be used at the rate of 2 pints to 
50 bushels of seed. It can be applied with an ordinary fly sprayer 
as the seed are shoveled from one pile to another. As soon as 
treatment is finished the seed should be covered with clean 
sacks or tarpaulins for two or three hours. Treating with an 
excess amount of formalin is likely to destroy the germination. 

Seed treated with formalin can be fed with safety. Ceresan 
\ 

treated seed. are poisonous and the unplanted portions should 
be destroyed, preferably by burning. 

WHEAT 

Wheat does not occupy the prominent place in the agricul
ture of the lowlands that it did 25 years ago. The relatively large 
area of well drained sandy soils that were utilized extensively 
for wheat were so badly depleted by exhaustive practices that 
they will no longer produce profitable yields. The low lying soils 
principally of the Sharky series,' are unsuited to wheat mainly 
because of poor drainage, or their tendency to produce a rank 
growth of plants with poorly filled heads. The Waverly silt 
loam soils, locally known as "white land," does not meet the 
drainage and fertility requirements of the wheat plant. Suc
cessful wheat culture is thus limited by poor drainage or low 
fertility or both to comparatively small areas of well drained 
fine sands, sandy loams and silt loams. These occur mainly (1) 
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within the Sarpy soils along the Mississippi River north of the 
latitude of New Madrid , (2) on the Sikeston Ridge, (3) within 
the general region of the Waverly fine sands of Stoddard 
County, (4) in a long narrow belt of loamy soils immediately west 
of the Sikeston Ridge, and (5) numerous smaller areas throughout 
the lowland region. 

A heavy production of wheat is easily possible on lowland soils that 
m et the drainage and f rtility requir ments of the wheat plant. Legumes 
sown on wheat fields furnish good feed and enrich the land for crops 
that follow. ' 

Th combined area of all the lowland soils well adapted to 
wheat cannot be stated but it probably do s not xc d 20 
per cent of th total ar a. Successful wheat culture can be 
xtended to some of the poor sandy soils through th use of 

fertiliz I' and other soil building practices, and to sam of the 
h avy soils by improving drainag . 

Wherever wh at can b grown successfully it may profitably 
be given an important plac in the gen ral farming sch me. 
The outstanding advantages of growing the crop regularly on 
farms that are mad up entir ly, or indud a siz abl portion 
of good wheat land ar : (1) Wh at provid s an additional cash 
crop and is ready for mark t s veral months in advance of 
cotton and other cash crops. (2) It gives a mar effici nt use 
of man labor and farm machinery by increasing the number of 
days that each can be gainfully mployed or us d throughout 
th year. (3) Wheat if prop rly managed will furnish winter and 
arly spring pasture with scarcely any r duction in grain 

yield, and (4) probably the most important of all, the growing 
of wheat and using it as a nurse crop for legum s, is an effective 
way of establishing these valuable feed and soil building crops 
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on the land. If these various advantages are to be realized fully, 
it will be necessary to observe the few fundamental practices 
producing a good crop. They are simple and easily applied, 
but are vital to success. They include (1) the use of a variety 
adapted to local conditions, (2) the use of fertilizer where needed, 
(3) correct pre para tion of the seedbed, and (4) good seeding prac
tices. These measures are discussed briefly in the following 
paragraphs. 

Wheat Varieties 
The use of a variety that is adapted to local conditions is an 

easy and economical method of increasing wheat yields. The 
difference in yield of adapted and unadapted kinds will range 
from 3 to 5 bushels and upward, while the difference in cost of 
clean sound seed of one kind or the other is almost negligible. 
The increase in yield from using a good variety is therefore 
virtually a net gain and may be the difference between a profit 
and a loss on the crop. 

The capacity to produce high grade yields, though an 
essential feature of every good variety, cannot be used alone as 
a basis for choosing a variety to grow. If wheat is to serve 
best the important function of a nurse crop for legumes, the 
variety must be a short strawed, early maturing type. Other 
important features of a variety are good milling qualities of .the 
grain and resistance to lodging, shattering and injury by dis
eases. 

During the past nine years, 1932 to 1940 inclusive, wheat 
variety tests have been conducted on the Sikeston field, and the 
various features of the varieties studied and measured as accur
ately as facilities would \ permit. Twenty different varieties have 
appeared in the tests one or more years. Those that were found to 
be unadapted were discarded, and new ones added from time to 
time. Only three of the initial entries, Michigan Wonder, Fulcast
er, and Missouri Early Premium, survived this rigorous culling 
process for the full nine-year period. Poole and Harvest Queen, 
both old standard Missouri varieties, were eliminated at the end 
of the seventh year, mainly because of relatively low yields. Only 
three of the later entries, Clarkan, Kawvale, and Fulhio, showed 
sufficient promise to justify keeping them in the test. 

Thus there is a long time yield record (9 years) for three 
varieties, and a comparatively short yield record (4 years) for 
3 additional varieties. Michigan Wonder led in production in 
the long time comparison with an average acre yield of 26.1 
bushels,exceeding Fulcaster and Missouri Early Premium by 
the narrow margins of 1 and 1.9 bushels per acre respectively. 
During the four-year period 1937 to 1940 Missouri Early Premium 

I 
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led in yield, but the margin over Michigan Wonder, Fulcaster, 
Kawvale and Clarkan is less than a bushel to the acre. Perhaps 
if all five of these varieties had been tested over a long period, 
the spread in acre yields would have been wider, with one or 
two of the varieties ahead of the others. But in the light of 
present information these five varieties must be classed alike as 
good yielders. . 

Table 1. - ANNUAL AND AVERAGE YIELDS OF THE MOST PRODUCTIVE VARIETIES 
OF WHEAT GROWN ON THE SIKESTON EXPERIMENT FIELD DURING THE 

PERIOD 1932 to 1940. 

Acre yields In bu s hels 

1932 1933 1934 1935 
Ay:~[u:ca 

1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1932-40 1937-40 

Mlchlgan Wonder 26.8 24.7 28.6 20.4 32.9 35.2 18.7 24.9 24.4 26.1 25.8 

Measter 23.7 21.2 26.5 19.7 32.0 31.2 17.8 23.9 29.8 25.1 25.6 

Mo. Early Premium 19. 3 20.3 25.1 19.8 28.5 33.1 20.3 19.2 31.9 24.2 26.1 

Fulhlo 28.2 17.0 21.2 25.7 23.0 

Kawvale 31.6 19.2 18.4 32.7 25.5 

Claron 31.6 19.6 18.2 31.4 25.2 

It was pointed out earlier in this bulletin that yielding 
ability cannot be used solely as the basis for evaluating wheat 
varieties. A very strong preference might well be given one 
good yielder over another because of certain special features, 
such as early maturity, resistance to disease, freedom from 
awns, good milling quality of the grain, etc. It is for this reason 
that a brief description of the five high yielding varieties is 
given here. 

Michigan Wonder is a beardless, red chaffed, late maturing 
variety. It produces a rank growth that shows a strong tendency 
to lodge on rich land, and it is quite susceptible to loose smut 
and rusts. Michigan Wonder has an inherent capacity for pro
ducing very high yields, but it has not been generally liked 
by growers in the southeast lowlands, mainly because of late 
maturity, tendency to lodge, and the destructive shading effect 
of the rank growth on young legume plants. 

Fulcaster, a bearded, white chaffed variety, ripens about the 
same time as Michigan Wonder, but does not grow quite as 
rank or lodge so readily. It is somewhat resistant to loose smut 
and Hessian fly. Fulcaster has been on the Missouri Experiment 
Station's list of recommended varieties for more than fifty 
years. It has seldom ranked first in any particular yield test, 
or series of tests in any given locality, but for good yields of 
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good quality grain under a wide range of soil conditions it 
has not yet been surpassed. 

Kawvale is a comparatively new bearded variety developed 
by the Kansas Experiment Station . It ripens 2 to 4 days ahead 
of Michigan Wonder. The straw is short and fine but firm, and 
usually stands well for combining. This variety is highly resist
ant to loose smut, leaf rust, and has shown strong resistance to 
Hec:sian fly at the Elsberry experiment field. Kawvale l1as one 
serious weakness, a semi-hard grain, and the soft wheat millers 
in Missouri do not want it. Another weakn ss of this variety 
is the strong tendency of the grain to shatter soon after ripening. 

Clarkan is also a new variety that was develop d in Kansas. 
It is a beardless, whit chaffed, heavy strong straw d type, and 
r ipens about the same time as Fulcaster and Michigan Wonder. 
It is highly susceptible to laos smut but is more or 1 ss tole rent 
to r usts. Clarkan has produced high yields in all of our variety 
tests, and has m t the approval of the few farmers that have 
grown it in the southeast lowlands. 

Missouri Early Premium is a short, fine-strawed, beardless, 
early maturing typ that ripens fully a w ek ahead of Kawvale 
and 10 to 12 days ahead of Clarkan, Fulcaster, and Michigan 
Wonder on the average. The kernels are small but plump and 

Missouri Early Premium stands well for combining and is superior to 
all 6lher adapted varieties of wheat as a nurse crop for legumes. 

heavy, and have excellent milling qualities. Because of the ex
treme early maturity and relatively small straw growth it is 
superior to all other adapted varieties as a nurse crop. Where 
it is not inters own with a legume, it may be followed with a 
timely seeding of cowpeas or soybeans as catch crops. 
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Missouri Early Premium does not have the inherent capacity 
for producing high yields that is found in some of the vigorous 
growing, late maturing types, yet it ranked among the best in 
average grain yield over a period of years. The explanation for 
this is to be found in the fact that by early ripening it practically 
escaped several heavy rust epidemics and injury from heavy 
late spring rains that badly damaged late maturing varieties. 
The results in 1936 and 1938 lend strong support to this state
ment. The season of 1936 was very favorable for wheat in that 
there was no rust, or water damage. Referring to Table 1, it 
will be noted that Michigan Wonder and Fulcaster out yielded 
Missouri Early Premium by a substantial margin that year. In 
1938, however, when there was a severe rust epidemic and heavy 
late spring rains, Missouri Early Premium out yielded Mich
igan Wonder and Fulcaster. Again in 1940 when there was 
considerable rust damage, the early variety led in yield. So 
for good steady yields of high quality grain and for the best 
nurse crop, Missouri Early Premium is commended. 

Fertilizer for Wheat 
No other field crop that is widely grown in Missouri re

sponds better to fertilizer than wheat. On nearly all well drained 
upland soils that are suitable for growing crops an application 
of 150 to 200 pounds with the correct proportion of plant food 
elements gives increases of 5 to 8 bushels to the acre. The 
benefits to wheat from fertilizing the lowlands has not been 
so accurately measured experimentally or in actual farm plant
ings. It is known, however, that applications of 150 to 200 
pounds of 4-12-4 or similar ratios will' increase yields on well 
drained sands, and sandy loams of moderate fertility. Where 
legumes appear frequently in the rotation with liberal portions 
of these nitrogen-gathering crops turned into the soil, either 
as green manure or as barnyard manure, an application of 
0-20-0 or 0-14-6 or similar kinds will supply the necessary plant 
food. 

The best phases of Waverly silt loam also respond well to 
fertilizer treatments. But poor drainage and a fertility level so 
low that it cannot be raised economically for good yields sharply 
limits wheat culture on this soil type. Fertiliz.er cannot be used 
very profitably on the highly productive loam and silt and silty 
clay loams of the Sarpy series occurring along the Mississippi 
River, or on similar types of the Sharkey series in the Little 
River Drainage Basin. Wheat sometimes grows very rank on 
these soils and produces soft weak straw and poorly filled heads. 
Theoretically phosphorus and potassium might be expected 
to correct these deficiencies but in actual practice such benefits 
are never fully realized. 
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Seedbed Prepara:l:ion 

Wheat should usually be grown in cropping systems that 
call for seeding soon after the, removal from the land of 
such crops as soybeans, cowpeas, corn, and lespedeza. This 
precludes any practical possibilities of plowing for wheat. Disk
ing is best, for land plowed after a fall harvest is too loose for 
wheat. Furthermore plowing plus the necessary subsequent 
disking requires more power and more time than is needed 
to make a seedbed by dis king without plowing. 

The fact that disking is recommended, however, should not 
be taken to mean that little attention should be given to the 
preparation of the seedbed. Indeed the reverse is true. Land 
that can be summer plowed and left exposed to the beneficial 
effects of alternate rainy and dry spells settles down to a firm 
mellow state, and can easily be worked into an ideal seedbed by 
disking and harrowing just before planting time. Considerable 
skill and forethought is required to bring land into a similar 
condition for wheat sowing immediately following the harvest 
of some other crop. Crops that are to be followed by wheat 
should be kept free of weeds. Those that are planted in rows 
should be cultivated level. If early, adapted varieties are avail
able they should be used in preference to late ones. Lespedeza 
should be grazed closely if wheat is to follow. The straw of 
combined lespedeza, cowpeas, and soybeans should be well scat
tered so as not to interfere too seriously with the disk. 

Where the above precautions are taken, the preparation of 
a suitable seedbed with a disk usually becomes a simple, easy, 
and inexpensive process. Soybeans and cowpeas naturally leave 
the land loose and mellow, and as a rule, one shallow double 
disking is all that is needed. On some fields no preparation 
whatever will be needed. On the other hand, two double disk
ings may be required in working out an unusually tough trashy 
piece of soybean or cowpea stubble land. Two double diskings 
will usually be required to prepare lespedeza sod and corn land 
properly for wheat. In extreme cases the disk may have to 
be weighted. Disked land should be smoothed with a harrow 
or dragged if surface trash does not interfere too seriously. 

Seeding Practices 

There is a close relation between the time of seeding and 
the condition of the seedbed. The crop can be sown relatively 
late on a well prepared seedbed and will make a good growth 
before cold weather. Herein lies the best practical solution to 
the Hessian fly problem. The fly-free date for the lowland 
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section is variable from season to season. It might be early in 
October of one year and late in October of the next. In a great 
majority of the seasons, however, it falls between the 12th and 
16th. Assuming no danger of fly damage this is probably a few 
days later than the best average date for sowing, but wheat 
sown on a good seedbed on or immediately after the fly-free date 
will produce a normal yield, and see dings can be made with 
fairly good success up until the middle of November. These 
late sowings are entirely practical following a late harvest of 
soybeans and lespedeza seed crops. 

No very conspicuous fly damage has been observed in 
Southeast Missouri for a number of years except in a few 
restricted areas. But the total damage throughout that region 
is greater than is generally realized. Farmers who make it a 
practice to sow early may be of the opinion their crops are 
never affected by fly, but serious damage, particularly from the 
fall brood, often goes unnoticed and the poor wheat crop that 
follows is attributed to other causes. 

There is also a relation between the condition of the seedbed 
and the proper rate of seeding, more seed being required on a poor 
seedbed than a good one. Within a broad range, however, the rate 
of seeding affects the final yield to a surprisingly small degree. 
Careful experiments on well prepared land show very little 
difference in yields from rates ranging from 3 to 8 pecks per 
acre. However, for safety and economy a 5 to 6 peck rate is 
recommended. 

WINTER BARLEY 

Winter barley is comparatively new in the southeast low
lands, having been grown there on a commercial scale only 
a few years. The crop has about the same soil requirements as 
wheat, requires about the same cultural methods in its pro
duction and fits into a crop rotation in the same manner as 
wheat. Any substantial increase in the acreage of barley would 
therefore be made either at the expense of the wheat acreage, 
or it .would represent an addition to the small grain acreage, 
mostly at the expense of the corn. acreage. It might well be 
the latter. The "barley-legume unit" in a crop rotation is as 
profitable as a corn crop on many lowland farms; it does 
not necessarily tie up the use of the land more than one full 
season, and it leaves the land in a better condition than a crop 
of corn. 

Winter barley and wheat are more or less competitive 
crops, and have several requirements in common. Barley can 
best be described, by way of comparison with wheat, a crop that 
has been grow:p, in the lowlands for more than a century. (1) 
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Barley and wheat require about the same soil fertility level, 
soil drainage and they respond in the same manner to fertilizer 
treatments. (2) Both crops logically follow cowpeas, soybeans, 
or lespedeza, and they can be grown after cotton and corn by 
drilling between the rows. (3) The seedbed requirements of 
barley are essentially the same as those for wheat, though wheat 
will succeed slightly better than barley on rough, poorly prepared 
land. (4) Bar ley is not damaged by Hessian fly, and can be 
sown several weeks earlier than wheat; on the other hand, wheat 
is hardier than barley and can be sown later without danger 
of winter injury. (5) The rate of seeding, measured in terms 
of pecks per acre, is higher for barley than for wheat. The 
recommended rate for wheat is 5 to 6 pecks (75 to 90 pounds) 
and that for barley 6 to 8 pecks (72 to 96 pounds). (6) Wheat 
is more resistant to lodging than barley, but this is not an 
important difference, except on rich land. Wheat does not 
shatter or lodge as readily as barley after ripening, and will 
therefore stand longer for the binder or combine without danger 
of losses. (7) Wheat is primarily a cash crop, while barley can 
usually be disposed of to the best advantage by feeding it to 
hogs or cattle. However, wheat is a good feed and barley always 
finds a ready market. (8) Wheat will stand more spring pasture 
than barley without a serious reduction in grain yield, but by 
sowing barley early-September 1 to September 20-it will 
produce more fall pasture than wheat sown after the fly-free 
date. (9) Barley is superior to wheat as a nurse crop, mainly 
because it ripens earlier. The degree of superiority will, how
ever depend on the varieties of each crop. The earliest variety 
of wheat, Missouri Early Premium, might actually be found 
a better nurse crop than a late variety of barley. But where 
an early barley variety is grown, barley is regularly the best 
nurse crop of the two. (10) Barley and wheat are about equally 
susceptible to damage by smuts. The most prevalent forms of 
barley smuts are easily controlled by Ceresan or formaldehyde, 
whereas loose smut, the form commonly found in wheat, can 
be controlled only by hot water treatment. There is also a 
form of loose smut of barley that requires the hot water treat
ment. Barley and wheat are about equally susceptible to rusts, 
but barley usually escapes the peak of rust epidemics by early 
ripening. 

Brown spot is a disease often found on barley, but not on 
wheat. It seems to be more prevalent in the lowlands than in 
other parts of the State. Infected plants first show brown 
spots on the leaves, and later turn yellow. If the infection is 
general, a field takes on a yellowish-brown cast. The value 
of a crop for fall pasture is reduced sharply by a heavy in-
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fection, but no cases have been observed wh re the spring in
fection was sufficient to low r grain yields. No control measures 
are known for this disease. 

Barley Varieties 
Winter barley is represented by both beard d and hood d 

(beardless) types. The bearded kinds as a group are more 
productive, more winter resistant, and are possibly a little more 
resistant to lodging, shattering, and disease lhan the hooded 
types. This relation , however, does not necessarily xist between 
individual varieties of the two typ s. The beards of barl y ar 
stifI and harsh, making a bearded vari ty disagreeable to harvest 
and handle by the binder-threshing machine method. With 
the increasing use of combines the long-stand ing prejudice 
against beard d types is expected to disappear to some extent 
at least. 

------------- ---- --

A crop of Missouri Early Beardless barl ey on the so uth ast Missouri 
cxpcrim nt field at Sikeston. Lespedeza sown in the ba rl y during lale 
winter produc d a good grow th aft r the heavy grain crop was removed. 

Eight vari ties of winter barl y, four of th b arded, and 
four of the b ardless typ , have been studi d in vari tal exp ri
ments at th Sikeston xperim nt field. Missouri Early B ard
less has been outstanding among the beardl ss kinds, while 
Michigan Winter has b n the b st of th bard d group. The 
annual and averag yi Ids of th se two vari ti s in terms of 
bushels of grain are as follows: 
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Missouri Early Beardless 
Michigan Winter 

1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 Av. 
27.8 30.5 47.1 37.3 48.7 32.8 37.4 
40.9 32.7 57.2 63.0 76.2 50.6 53.5 

These data do not show the full measure of grain produced 
by the Missouri beardless variety. Sparrows destroyed some of 
the grain nearly every season, while Michigan Winter was not 
disturbed. But the loss does not account for all the wide margin 
of yield in favor of Michigan Winter. It has consistently out
yielded Missouri Early Beardless in a number of other tests 
conducted throughout the State. 

Aside from the matter of yield, there are other features of 
these varieties that should be considered. The Missouri strain is 
three to five days earlier than Michigan Winter, and for this 
reason is the better nurse crop of the two, or if not intersown 
with a legume, it frees the land earlier for growing a catch crop 
of soybeans or cowpeas. The Missouri variety is superior to 
Michigan Winter for fall pasture. It makes a rapid and erect 
or semi-erect growth of wide leaves that are easily available 
to animals, whereas Michigan Winter makes a comparatively 
slow fall growth of fine slender leaves that lie close to the 
ground. 

SPRING BARLEY 
Spring barley will produce fairly good yields in exception

ally favorable seasons. But one year with another, spring sown 
oats are far superior to spring barley in yield and quality of the 
grain. Oats are also superior to spring barley as a hay crop. 
This is an important difference in seasons when it is necessary 
to clear the land of small grain early in order to save a stand of 
legumes. Another advantage in favor of the oats is the relatively 
high feeding value ,of the threshed straw as compared to that 
of spring barley straw. 

RICE 
The limitations of the gray soils in the western part of the 

lowland region were discussed earlier in this bulletin, and 
rice culture suggested as a possibility for better returns. Under 
good management, the better soil phases could be expected to 
produce high yields. The grain could either be sold to rice 
mills or fed to live stock, and the straw would furnish good 
feed of its kind. The straw and a portion of the grain, supple
mented by pasturage and harvest~d roughage .grown in rota
tion with the rice, and on fields not under rice levees, might be 
found the basis of a profitable side line of livestock production 
for rice growers. 

Rice has several very definite requirements. Some of these 
are similar to those of other crops, while some requirements are 
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entirely different. The unique requirements of the rice crop, as 
well as those that are in common with other crops, are described 
here. 

Soil Requirements 
Rice requires a soil of at least moderate fertility to produce 

a good crop. If the fertility level of the soil is so low that it is 
incapable of producing fairly good yields of corn, cotton, or 
soybeans, for example, in seasons of normal and evenly dis
tributed rainfall, it probably will not produce satisfactory yields 
of rice. The soil must be practically level and slowly pervious 
to water; the surface, however, should have sufficient slope to 
provide surface drainage. 

The lowland soils that meet these various requirements of 
rice occur almost entirely within the region of the light colored 
soils in the western part of the lowland region. Most of the 
land between the Ozark upland and Crowley's Ridge can be 
considered as possible rice land. The area of this body of soils 
is estimated as about 300,000 acres. Small areas of potential 
rice land occur east of Crowley's Ridge in Stoddard County. 

There is considerable variation in these soils, but light color 
is a common characteristic of the entire group. The soils are of 
two main types, classified as Waverly and Calhoun. The typical 
Waverly silt loam is a light gray to dark gray, compact silt 
loam or silty clay, which grades at a depth of 6 to 10 inches into 
a light gray to almost white silt loam, mottled with rusty brown 
and containing small iron concretions. The subsoil below 14 
to 20 inches is almost uniformly a light gray or drab, plastic, 
silty clay or clay, mottled with brown and yellow. When the 
surface soil is a silt loam the heavy subsoil is not reached until 
about 20 inches, but where the surface averages a silty clay, the 
subsoil is correspondingly heavier, and generally lies within 
15 inches of the surface. The light gray subsurface layer is 
always present, and is most highly developed in the silty soil, but 
it may be absent or only faintly developed in the heavier areas. 

There are wide variations in the group of soils classified 
as Waverly. In places the surface soil is a gray sandy loam. 
Along the west side of Crowley's Ridge the surface soil is light 
brown in color and slightly deeper than elsewhere. North of 
Crowley's Ridge there is much recent alluvium spread over the 
surface. Here the soil is deeper and contains more organic mat
ter. In general, the Waverly soils represent the better rice land 
of the region. The surface is practically level or can easily 
be made so. The subsoil is sufficiently impervious to hold water. 

The other major soil group of the western lowland region 
is classified as Calhoun. It also is a light colored soil, but 
differs from the Waverly in occupying a slightly higher or 
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bench-like position, and in having a much heavier and more com
pact clay subsoil. The surface soil is dominantly a light gray 
silt loam. The subso il below 18 to 20 inches is a stiff, compact, 
yellow-gray clay. Iron conc retions are more abunclant than 
in the Waverly soils. In general, the Calhoun soils are not as 
productive and are more difl'icult to cultivate than the Waverly, 
and the problem of irrigating might be more difficult beca use 
of higher position, but surface drainage would be more easily 
provided. 

, This dense moss of well filled rice panicles is typical of th e g rowth on 
good rice land in the western part of the lowland region. 

Wide variations from the typical soils of th se types are to 
b found throughout the region of gray soils. For example, that 
portion lying between the northern part of Crowley's Ridge 
and the main upl and consists largely of recent alluvium. This 
soil is silty to a great depth, contains consicl rable organic mat
ter, and in general does not have the leached appearance of the 
older soils to the south. Near Crowley's Ridge there are places 
wher the surface soil to varying d pths is brown like that of 
the Lintonia soils. Along the St. Francois and Black Rivers 
al'e many hummocks or I w elongated ridges of brownish sandy 
loam similar to the Lintonia soils. 

None of these soils that vary widely from the typical soil 
of the Waverly and Calhoun are suitable for rice. It is also true 
that all the soils that are wholly typical of these types are not 
adapted to rice. Some of them are too flat to afford ample sur- . 
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face drainage. There are still other areas so low in fertility 
that they will not meet the plant food requirements for the 
best development of the rice plant. These poorer soils are 
characterized by a light chalky, almost white color of the 
surface layer, and a shallow but heavy intractable subsoil carry
ing a heavy accumulation of iron concretions, commonly known 
as "buckshot." . 

Perhaps the best rice soils within the entire region are the 
dark gray phases of Waverly silt loam underlain at a depth of 
15 to 20 inches by a plastic, impervious silty clay or clay. The 
supply of plant food is adequate for good yields of rice and for 
legumes, including soybeans, cowpeas, and lespedeza, that should 
be grown in rotation with the rice. 

Wafer Requirements 

Successful rice farming is dependent on an abundant supply 
of water for irrigation. The land on which the crop is grown 
is submerged to a depth of 3 to 6 inches for 80 to 100 days during 
the growing ~eason. The amount of water that will have to be 
delivered to a given area to maintain this depth will depend on 
the amount of rainfall, rate of evaporation and transpiration, 
amount of water lost by underdrainage, and by seepage through 
the outside levees. Normally the best rice soils in the lowlands 
will require in addition to the rainfall, from 2 to 4 acre feet of 
water during the irrigation season. The capacity of the pumping 
plant should be large enough to deliver water, far in excess of 
normal daily needs, in order that the proper depth can be easily 
maintained in periods of hot dry weather when water losses 
by transpiration and evaporation are large. Water for irriga
tion can be obtained most economically for crops on land near 
the St. Francois and Black Rivers by pumping it from these 

. streams into canals that lead to the highest elevations on the 
fields. Wells afford the only dependable water supply for crops 
lying beyond the reach of these canals. 

Drainage Requiremenfs 

Good surface drainage is almost as important in rice pro
duction as in corn production, and for a limited time in the 
spring and fall it may be even more important. It is expensive 
and difficult if not impossible to prepare a good seedbed on 
poorly drained land until after the optimum date of planting 
has passed, and practically impossible to drain such a field in 
the fall when the crop is nt:aring maturity. Weeds are difficult 
to control under conditions of poor drainage, and heavy infesta
tions will reduce rice yields sharply. Poorly drained fields are 
expensive to harvest, and frequent and heavy losses from shat-
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tering and weathering as a result of long delays in harvesting 
and threshing are sure to occur. 

To meet the requirements for surface drainage there should 
be a slope of 2 to 6 feet to the mile. A 3-foot slope would 
bring field levees constructed on contours for every drop of .2 
of a foot in elevation about 350 feet apart. Low places in the 
field should be provided with outlets to the main drainage ditches, 
which should be large enough to carry the water away as rapidly 
as it flows from the field. All drainage courses should be kept 
open during the winter and early spring so that water from 
melting snow and rain will drain off rapidly. Good drainage 
at this time of the year helps prevent water-logging, aids in the 
aeration of the soil, which is very beneficial to the land, and 
makes possible a more thorough and timely preparation of the 
land for planting. 

Preparation of Land for Irrigation 

Land with smooth topography and a gentle slope ranging 
from 2 to 6 feet to the mile is well suited for the irrigation of 
rice. With such surface features it can be prepared for irrigation 
and drainage at a nominal cost. To insure maximum efficiency 
in the use of water the supply ditches or canals, the drainage 
ditches, and the levees must be properly located. This will re
quire the services of a competent engineer, and preferably one 
that is familiar with the requirements of a crop of rice. The 
supply ditch must be built to the highest part of the field to 
avoid having to relift the water. It may be extended along the 

. high side of the field so that water can be diverted to the land 
at more than one point. 

The field should be enclosed by strong outside levees 8 to 
10 feet wide and 10 to 12 inches high to prevent loss of water 
by seepage and. overflow. Large field levees are not required, 
but they should be permanent and well constructed. They should 
be located on contours and so spaced that 3 to 6 inches of water 
can be maintained on the entire field. The form of field levees 
may vary, but broad levees with gradually sloping sides built 
just high enough to hold the desired depth of water should b.e 
given preference over the sharp narrow type. Farm machinery 
will pass over broad levees easily with little or no damage to 
either. The field can be handled as a unit in preparing the seed
bed, drilling and harvesting the crop, whereas if high narrow 
levees are used, each subfield must usually be handled as a unit. 

Levees should be constructed several months before they 
will be needed to allow sufficient time for them to become firm. 
Newly constructed levees do not hold water as well as those that 
have stood several months. The initial height of new levees 
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should be 25 to 50 per cent or more in excess of the actual 
requirements to allow for se ttlin g. Various types of implements 
may be used in constructing levees. The work can be done 
effectively with a 2-bottom or 3-bottom plow, a large size d itcher, 
scraper, and a medium or large size farm tractor. 

Preparation of the Seedbed 
Rice is produced by essen tially the same methods as oats, 

wheat, bar ley and rye, except that the crop is irrigated. With 
a tract of suitable land properly leveed and ditched, and an 
abundant supply of water easily available. the growing of a 
rice crop becomes simply a matter of rou tine work for a skilled 
grain farm er. 

I -

Thi s picture shows a fi eld of rice about 10 days afler th e plants had 
emerged from a clea n, w 11 prepared seedbed. One week la ter the land 
was subm erged to a depth of 1 to 3 inch sand lh depth increas d gradually 
to 4 to 6 inches as the planls gr w taller. The yield was 80 bush els to 
the acr . 

The seedbed for ric should b loos and finely pulverized 
on the surface, firm and moist und rneath, and fr of weeds 
and grass. Rice s ed drilled into a bed of this kind g rminat 
promptly if temperatur s are favorable. Th young plants 
emerge from the soil quickly and grow vigorously. The crop is 
ready to irrigate before the land is over run by weds and 
grass, and it is ripe for harv st before th onset of cold, rainy 
weather in the fall. It is fully realized that land cannot be 
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worked into an ideal seedbed every year, but the objective 
should always be to bring it as near the perfect state of tilth 
for receiving the seed as seasonal conditions will permit. 

A seedbed for rice can be prepared either by plowing and 
subsequent diskings, or by disking without first plowing the 
land. The choice of these two methods should be governed by 
the season and by the condition of the land. Rough trashy fields 
should be plowed either during late fall, winter, or early spring. 
Land plowed only a short time before planting should be disked 
and harrowed promptly to prevent baking and loss of moisture 
that might be required for prompt germination of the seed. 
Land plowed well in advance of planting time should be left 
in the rough to mellow and settle from the effects of alternate 
freezing and thawing, and wetting and drying. The final step 
in the preparation of early or late plowed land should be a 
thorough dis king and harrowing or dragging to destroy weeds, 
and to pulverize and smooth the surface. 

Where rice follows a clean cultivated crop of corn, cotton, 
soybeans or cowpeas, the seedbed can be prepared by double 
disking two or three times. A drag or harrow attached to the 
disk while the last disking is given will leave the land ready 
for planting. 

Time of Planting 
Rice may be sown in the southeast Missouri lowlands from 

April 15 to May 15. The optimum time for sowing is during the 
last few days of April and the first few days of May. Seed 
sown before the soil is warm will either rot or germinate so 
slowly that a dense growth of weeds and grass will develop 
before the field- can be submerged deep enough to check their 
growth, without damaging the rice plants. If planting is delayed 
for a time, the same crop of weeds that would take possession of 
early sown fields can be destroyed by disking prior to sowing. 
On -the other hand, there are some serious disadvantages in 
very late planting. The yield and quality of the grain is lowered, 
and harvest is delayed which might result in a further reduction 
in the quantity and quality of the grain by shattering and 
weathering, and in occasional adverse seasons a total loss. 

Depth. of Seeding 
The depth of seeding rice is governed by a number of factors 

including time of seeding, condition of the seedbed, and texture 
of the soil. Shallow seeding (1 to 1% inches)-about the same 
depth as soybeans are usually sown in Missouri-is recom
mended for (1) early sown rice, (2) where it is planned to flush 
(irrigate) the land after seeding to induce germination, and (3) 
on rough dry seedbeds where it is impractical to drill the seed 
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deep enough to bring it in contact with moisture. Deep seeding 
(11/2 to 21f2 inches)-about the same as wheat and oats are 
sown-is recommended for medium early to late seedings on 
land that has ample moisture to promote rapid germination. 

Method of Seeding 
Rice may be drilled with an ordinary grain drill, or sown 

broadcast with an endgate seeder and covered by disking and 
harrowing. Drilling is the better method, for the seed can be 
more evenly distributed on the land, and can be planted to a 
uniform depth. Broadcasting is a quick inexpensive method, 
but the seeding will lack uniformity, both as to depth and dis
tribution of the seed. 

Rate of Seeding 
Clean sound seed drilled under average conditions at the 

rate of 80 to 100 pounds to the acre will give good stands. If 
sown broadcast the rate should be increased to 125 to 150 
pounds to the acre. 

Rice Varieties 
It is only natural that rice, a crop that has been grown for 

many centuries, by many races, under widely different soil 
and climatic conditions, should be represented by a multitude 
of varietal forms. The varieties may be classified in a broad 
way as lowland (irrigated) and upland (non-irrigated) types. 
These types may be classified further, according to the kernel 
length, as short, medium, and long grain types; and these in 
turn divided into groups according to maturity as early, mid
season, and late. When sown in Missouri within the range of 
optimum seeding dates the early group requires about 130 days 
or less to ripen, the midseason about 131 to 144 days, and the 
late group 145 to 180 days. 

Only the lowland (irrigated) early maturing varieties are 
well adapted to Missouri. They may, however, be of the short
medium- or long-grain types. Oddly enough, of the three vari
eties that are known to be well adapted, one is a short
grained, another a medium-, while the third is a long-grained 
type. They are listed and described here briefly. 

Colusa is a short grain variety. The stalks are firm, but 
very fine and pliable and tend to bend under the weight of the 
heavy panicles and will lodge on very rich land. The leaves 
are narrow, dark green, and hold their color until the grain is 
ripening. Colusa tillers freely and produces abundantly under 
favorable conditions. Some shattering of the grain occurs as 
the bundles are handled for shocking and threshing, but this 
is not to be considered a highly objectionable feature of the 
variety. 
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Early Prolific is a medium grain variety. The plants are 
large and strong, and usually stand well for binding. The leaves 
are comparatively wide and coarse, and are lighter in color 
than the leaves of the Colusa. Early Prolific tillers freely and 
has produced some excellent yields on southeast Missouri soils. 

Lady Wright is a long grain variety. Otherwise it resembles 
Early Prolific closely in that it has strong s tiff straw and rela
tively light-colored leaves. It also tillers freely and produces 
excell ent yields in Missouri. 

A number of rices are grown in the south ern rice belt th at 
are superior to Colusa, Early Prolific, and Lady Wri ght in table 
qualities. But nearly all of them ripen too late to be grown 
successfully in Missouri. 

Irrigation and Drainage 
A light temporary irrigation or flushing may be required 

in dry spring seasons to supply moisture for germination. The 
growing season for rice in Missouri is comparatively short and 
no tim should be lost by allowing the ungerminated seed to 
lie dormant in dry ground. Instead the land should be irrigated 

Rice is produced in essentially the same manner as other small grain 
crops except that the Jand on which the rice is grown must be submerged 
with water to a depth of several inches for a period of 80 to 100 days. 

to induce germination. Prompt and thorough drainage is neces
sary to prevent rotting of the buried seed. Rice seeds lying on 
the surface of the soil when it is submerged germinate satis-
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factorily under favorable temperatures and produce normal 
plants. But if the seed is covered with soil and the land sub
merged 3 or more days most of it will rot. Fortunately good 
stands of rice can usually be obtained in Missouri without irri
gation if the seedbed is properly prepared and the seed drilled 
to a uniform depth of approximately 1% to 2 inches. A cor
rugated roller run over the land immediately after drilling 
will aid in conserving moisture for germination. 

The period of continuous submergence usually begins about 
June 5 to 15 and lasts until near the middle of September. The 
land is first submerged to a depth of 1 to 3 inches when the plants 
reach a height of 4 to 8 inches. As they grow taller the depth 
is increased to 5 or 6 inches, and the water is maintained at this 
level until the crop is nearing the harvest stage. A field is 
ready to drain when the kernels in the lower part of the panicles 
are in the soft dough. At this stage the kernels in the upper 
part are becoming flinty and the hulls are turning yellow. Two 
or three more weeks are required for the crop to reach full 
maturity or the harvest stage. 

Harvesting and Threshing 
Rice should be harvested promptly after the kernels in 

the lower part of the head have passed into the hard dough 
stage. The rice crop is cut and bound in the same manner 
as other small grains. Ordinary grain binders drawn either by 
tractors or horses can be used in harvesting. Special rice binders 
drawn by tractors and operated with a power take-off attach
ment are, however, superior to the ordinary type. These ma
chines are strongly constructed and will stand the strain from 
the weight of a heavy crop and from passing over levees and 
soft spots in the field better than the ordinary grain binder. 

Rice should be shocked soon after it is cut. Special care 
should be taken to build strong, well formed shocks properly 
capped so that a maximum of both grain and straw will be 
protected from the weather. Ten or twelve bundles may be 
placed in a shock, although if the bundles are large or the 
straw unusually green, not more than eight should be shocked 
together. 

Eighteen to twenty days of drying and curing in the shock 
is required to condition a crop of rice in Missouri for threshing. 
Rice is not ready to thresh until the kernels will strip from a 
panicle freely as it is drawn through the hand under pressure, 
nor is it ready until practically all the straw is dry and brittle. 
Damp, tough, pliable straw fed into a thresher at anywhere near 
the rate it will handle cured bundles will place a heavy strain 
on the threshing equipment and might easily result in a costly 
breakdown. 
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An ordinary grain separator is well suited for threshing 
rice. Some adjustments may, however, be required to prevent 
hulling and cracking the kernels. The principal cause of this 
type of damage is the high speed of the cylinder. This can be 
controlled by reducing the speed of the power source, or prefer
ably by increasing the size of both cylinder pulleys. This ad
justm~nt will reduce the speed of the cylinder without slowing 
the speed of other moving parts. Some adjustment of the con
caves and strengthening of the concave and cylinder teeth might 
also be required. 

Rice in Crop Rotation 
Rice cannot be grown continuously on a tract of land in 

this State with any degree of success. Two crops in succession 
are the maximum number that may be grown befote it becomes 
necesary to change the land to some other crop or to fallow 
for a year or two. The results obtained from some of our rotation 
studies on very fertile Wabash clay (gumbo) soils at Elsberry, 
Missouri, afford a striking illustration of the effect of growing 
rice continuously on the same land. One block of land was 
planted to rice each year, while two others nearby were cropped 
with rice and soybeans in a two-year rotation of rice-soybeans. 
The three blocks had been under fallow for two years when the 
experiment was started and the soil was in perfect condition 
for the initial plantings. Rice yields produced under these two 
rotation systems are as follows: 

Bushels of grain per acre 
Kind of rotation 1930 1931 1932 1933 

Continuous rice 98.4 71.4 45.0 failure 
Rice-soybeans 90.9 132.1 64.6 107.3 

The decline in yields of the land under continuous rice 
. after the first year was in such proportions that it would have 

been disastrous to a rice grower, amounting to 27 bushels in 
the second year and an additional 26.4 bushels in the third year. 
By the fourth year the land had become so badly infested with 
nut grass and other rice field weeds, and was in such poor 
physical condition, that it could not be satisfactorly prepared 
for planting rice in season. It is true that during early sum
mer the land was sown to a successful crop of soybeans, but 
from the standpoint of its capacity for growing rice the fourth 
year under any practical tillage methods it had to be labeled 
simply as a failure. In sharp contrast to the failure on fourth 
year land, the crop grown on land under a two-year rotation ot 
rice-soybeans produced at the rate of 107.3 bushels per acre. 

Korean lespedeza is another crop that can be grown in a 
two-year rotation to condition land for rice. The merits of a 
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rice-Korean lespedeza combination have not been determined 
experimentally. It is known, however, that lespedeza grows 
well on any of the lowland soils that are suitable for rice. Fur
thermore, it improves the land for cotton, corn, small grain, 
and sorghum crops that follow, all of which indicates that les
pedeza would have a beneficial effect on a rice crop. The les
pedeza can be grown in a rice-Iespedeza rotation by broadcasting 
the seed at the rate of 35 to 40 pounds to the acre on rice stubble 
land during late winter. 

Three or four-year rotations mechanically provide excellent 
soil conditions for rice, but its production on land at widely 
separated intervals necessitates the cost of ditching and leveeing 
a large area for a relatively small annual acreage of rice. Farms 
that can be prepared for irrigation at a minimum acre cost may, 
however, be handled efficiently under a three-year cropping 
system. In addition to rice, and a legume preferably soybeans 
or lespedeza, such crops as cotton,. corn, oats, or rye could be 
included. Combinations of crops and their sequence in three
year systems that might be found practical are: 

1. Rice, soybeans (rye), lespedeza. 
2. Rice, oats (lespedeza), lespedeza. 
3. Rice, lespedeza, lespedeza. 
4. Rice, lespedeza or soybeans, cotton or corn. 

Rice Insecfs 
Rice is not usually damaged seriously by insects, but certain 

kinds may be found in the fields nearly every year. The insect 
that has been most destructive in Missouri is the rice water 
weevil. The larvae stage is commonly known as the rice root
maggot. The . larvae feed on the roots of rice, cutting them off 
near the base of the plant. The unfavorable effect pf this root 
pruning is soon reflected in the yellowing of the leaf tips and 
a sharp reduction in the rate of plant growth. In severe attacks 
the pruning may be so complete that the plants are killed, or 
so badly injured that little or no grain is produced. The larvae 
are slender white grubs and are easily found by pulling up a 
plant and washing the mud from the roots. The adults are 
about 1/ 3 inch long. The only control measure known is to 
drain the field and allow the soil to dry until it will crumble 
from the roots of an uprooted plant. Drying should not con
tinue longer than is necesary to kill the larvae, otherwise the 
crop may be seriously damaged by the lack of moisture. 
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